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Each year at this time we have the opportunity to be given a
glimpse into what we can expect on the economic road ahead.
Our economist Professor Neville Norman has always been
remarkably accurate.  This year we need his forecast more
than ever.  Fortunately it's not all bad news. While he warns
that times will continue to be tough at the start of the year he
says we can expect a turnaround later in the year.  Indeed we
need to be warned of an increase in interest rates and an uplift
in the market place.  So we need to prepare ourselves for the
potential change in activity.  Neville Norman's views are
certainly worth hearing.

In the meantime we need to figure out how we - and our
business clients - bring in revenue without spending too much.
Sales guru Tony Gattari of Achievers Group paints an
interesting picture about the need to inflict pain on potential
customers before delivering pleasure.  It makes sense when
you consider that one needs to know what the customer
doesn't want before one can establish what the customer 
does want.

Self-managed super funds are coming under increased
scrutiny from the Australian Tax Office and Louise Biti of
Strategy Steps tells us how to avoid problems.

Chartered accountant Peter Black of Peter Black Coaching
focuses on the non-financial aspects of retirement and says we
should start planning at least 10-15 years before we intend to
retire.

Business valuations are becoming increasingly important to the
accounting profession and chartered accountant Simon
Dalgarno of Leadenhall VRG explains why.

Enjoy the program and this month's Extras.

Michael Schildberger
Executive Chairman

                 



This month’s essentials
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PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF SMSFs
Louise Biti, Strategy Steps

> With over $3.5 billion of super savings held in self-managed funds
(SMSFs) the ATO is increasing audit and surveillance activities 

> The major concerns centre around the appropriateness of investments,
access to benefits and contributions 

> Understanding the practical aspects of SMSF operations can help to
avoid errors and penalties 

> Implement practical steps to monitor the amounts contributed into
super to avoid the heavy penalties for excess contributions 

Track 2

RETIREMENT PLANNING 
- NON-FINANCIAL ASPECTS
Peter Black CA, Peter Black Coaching

> US retirement guru, Dr Richard Johnson, finds that financial aspects  are
just one of 15 retirement success factors and one of six life arenas

> Many of these aspects receive no conscious thought or planning - we
just stop work and things happen - or more likely, don't happen  

> It's generally recommended that we start planning about 10-15 years
before we  intend to retire

> I focus on an individual's values, goals and current reality, leaving the
financial aspects to suitably licensed people, and empower the individual
or couple to make their own decisions and plans

> Don't retire if you don't want to - just live really well! 

      



Track 3

2009 - WHAT LIES AHEAD
Professor Neville Norman, Melbourne University

Summary: the worst will be over for the general economy by later 2009 and
probably before the end of it. Don't leave rate-locking too late.  

Track 4

WHICH COMPANIES WIN - AND WHY
Graham Hubbard, University of Adelaide
> A winning company must be able to do well in tough times as well as good ones
> Cost control is important - but target your cuts, don't slash across the board
> Be sure to retain your good people and good activities 
> Winning organisations will demonstrate nine principles for success, including

doing what they say they'll do, sound strategy, the ability to adapt rapidly and
effective leadership teams

> Most winning organisations don't bother with mission or vision statements   
> As you succeed, bring in people with the skills you lack
> Focus on the areas in which your business is weakest as the first step towards winning 

Track 5

BUSINESS VALUATIONS
Simon Dalgarno FCA, Leadenhall VRG

> Financial valuations are used to support the carrying amount of a number of
assets on companies' balance sheets 

> Many of the assets (mortgage backed securities) that caused the current crisis
were purchased based on valuations and now AASB 136 - Impairment of Assets
- requires the carrying value of these assets to be written down to no more than
their recoverable amount 

This month’s essentials

          



05> Financial valuations are now such an important area that the ICAA has
established a “Business Valuation Special Interest Group” and this group
has contributed to the development of a new standard APES 225 - Valuation
Services 

> Valuation methods (and particularly DCF) can be difficult to apply in practice
but are now “required” in a number of circumstances 

Track 6

PAIN TO PLEASURE FOR SALES RESULTS
Tony Gattari, Achievers Group

> The only time we change is when the pain of where we are is greater than
the pain of change

> To be good at closing a sale you have to make people dissatisfied with their
current buying arrangements

> I ask “killer questions” to make people aware they're not happy
> When a prospect is really uncomfortable with where they are, they ask

“how can you help me?” You've got the sale!
> The formula for a sale: dissatisfaction multiplied by vision plus first steps. I

make you dissatisfied, I provide the vision of what I can do then make it
easy to buy 

Track 7

SUCCESS WITH ONLINE PAYMENTS
Matt Bullock, eWAY

> eWAY now has more than 4,000 customers and is doubling its customer
base every year

> Every month is eWAY's best month - the company is very focused on sales
> Customers buying online have pushed merchants to consider more

convenient online payment systems
> Safety is less of an issue now. eWAY spends huge resources on ensuring safety
> Many people think online payment is complicated - it isn't!
> Partnerships and reputation are both critical to eWAY
> A challenge is to get existing customers to increase transactions
> eWAY now has cracked the Australian market and is heading overseas - the

model is transportable
> The goal is to be a truly global player

      



Track 8

SHAREMARKET UPDATE
Tim Lincoln, Lincoln Stock Doctor

> Sharemarket volatility will continue in 2009
> Coming off such a low base, we can return to our previous peak within 5 years
> Financial engineering and innovative products have transformed the investing

environment - hedge funds, security lending, short selling, derivatives,
automatic stop losses, margin lending - all have created one big gambling pit

> The original purpose of the sharemarket as a long term capital-raising vehicle is
being forgotten

> These new products have created a massive industry so there's no easy answer
> Stocks of the month: CSL, Cochlear, Woolworths, QBE, Westpac, Reject Shop

Track 9

SUCCESSION: TAX ON TRANSFERRING ASSETS
Michael Jones, Cummings Flavel McCormack

> Family trusts are a popular way of holding business assets and investments
> You don't own the assets in a trust, so they're not included in your will
> The transfer of an asset out of a trust is subject to tax
> The ATO has announced that new legislation will be made to stop the practice

of cloning trusts, effective from October 31, 2008.  Trust-cloning was used to
transfer management of particular assets to different members of the next
generation

> Transferring the management of trust assets from generation to generation
without incurring considerable tax liabilities remains an important task 

Track 10

THINKING ON YOUR FEET
Ken Everett, Think On Your Feet

> Thinking on your feet is an essential skill for effective communication
> “Bridging” to an answer provides valuable think-time
> Structure is important - think in terms of time, geography or some other

appropriate grouping 
> Try to anticipate the questions you'll be asked
> Don't overload your audience - two or three points at a time is enough
> Use both sides of your brain: the creative and the logical
> Being able to think on your feet will help eliminate the fear of public speaking

This month’s essentials

        



This month’s essentials
Information

PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF SMSFs
The Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in Australia 
1300 137 322
www.charteredaccountants.com.au
/training

RETIREMENT PLANNING - NON-
FINANCIAL ASPECTS
The Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in Australia 
1300 137 322
www.charteredaccountants.com.au
/training

2009 - WHAT LIES AHEAD
Professor Neville Norman, 
Melbourne University
n.norman@unimelb.edu.au

WHICH COMPANIES WIN 
- AND WHY
Graham Hubbard, 
University of Adelaide.
Co-author of “The First X1: Winning
organisations in Australia”
Email: graham.hubbard@adelaide.edu.au

BUSINESS VALUATIONS
The Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in Australia 
1300 137 322
www.charteredaccountants.com.au
/training

PAIN TO PLEASURE FOR SALES
RESULTS
Tony Gattari, Achievers Group
Tel: 02 9440 7373
Website: www.achieversgroup.com.au

SUCCESS WITH ONLINE
PAYMENTS
Matt Bullock, eWAY
Tel: 02 6162 4481 / 1800 10 65 65
Website: www.eway.com.au

SHAREMARKET UPDATE
Tim Lincoln, Lincoln Stock Doctor
Tel: 1300 676 332 or 03 9854 9444

TAX UPDATE 
Michael Jones CA, Cummings Flavel
McCormack
Tel: 03 9252 0800
Email: enquiries@cfmc.com.au
Website: www.cfmc.com.au

THINKING ON YOUR FEET
Ken Everett, Think on your Feet ®  
Website: www.thinkonyourfeet.com

For more information about the topics discussed
on this January 2009 program, please contact
the relevant organisations listed below.
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Subscription Form

I would like to subscribe to Chartered Accountants Business in Focus and/or Tax in Focus:

Family name: First Name:

Company:

Address:

City: Country: Postcode:

Telephone: Fax:

Email: Member No:

Age Group (please tick one): nn 18-25 nn 26-35 nn 36-45 nn 46-55 nn 56-65 nn >65

Type of Business: Number of Employees:

Subscription Pricing (GST Inclusive)
Australian Rates Overseas Rates

Product Members Standard Members Standard

nn Business In Focus – CD $445 $545 $445 $545

nn Tax In Focus – CD $445 $545 $445 $545

nn Combined (Business in Focus + Tax in Focus) – CD $795 $995 $795 $995

nn Business in Focus -  Online $375 $475 $355 $455

nn Tax in Focus – Online $375 $475 $355 $455

nn Combined (Business in Focus + Tax in Focus) – Online $635 $835 $605 $805

Payment Options
Please find enclosed cheque made payable to Business Essentials Pty Ltd for
$__________

OR debit my:               nn Amex              nn Mastercard              nn Visa

Cardholder’s name

Card number
| | | Expiry date |

Signature

Please send your order details to:

Free Fax: 1800 656 351
Free Call: 1800 039 098

Free Post: send this form, (accompanied by 
a cheque to)

Business Essentials Pty Ltd,
Reply Paid 579, Hawthorn East, 
VIC 3123, Australia
Tel:  +61 3 9882 8333
Fax: +61 3 9882 8017

Please Note: Upon payment this notice becomes a 
TAX INVOICE. Please retain a copy for your records.
Business Essentials Pty Ltd ABN 98 006 144 449    
405 Riversdale Rd Hawthorn East Vic  3123  Australia
Privacy Notification - The Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Australia respects the privacy of individuals and acknowledges that the
information you provide on this form is protected by the Privacy
Amendment (Private Sector Act) 2000. The information collected by the
Institute is used for the purpose of processing your registration and
providing you information (via email and/or mail) on upcoming events,
specific products and services provided by or associated with the
Institute. To access a full copy of our policy visit
charteredaccountants.com.au/privacypolicy
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Training and Development – 
at your fingertips
Keep abreast of the latest development in
business and tax in your car, at your desk, 
or even on the bus!
Your annual subscription will consist of monthly
audio updates either on hot topics in business 
or the latest tax news.
You can choose to have your subscription delivered
each month on CD or online. The online version has
an optional MP3 download capability enabling you
to keep up-to-date via your iPod®, compatible mobile
phone, PDA or any other MP3 device.

   





It is difficult for even the most creative business person to commit entirely new legal 
mistakes. They’ve all been done before - many, many times.  Often people wait until they 
are desperate before they see a lawyer about a legal problem - this just seems to be 
human nature. But you don’t need to learn the hard way. 

You can avoid legal mistakes if you know what is coming.

Paul Brennan, author of The Law is an Ass - make sure it doesn’t bite yours! lists the 
top 10 legal mistakes in business - plus other legal minefields. And it couldn’t be 
easier.   You can listen to the CD and then reinforce the key messages 
by reading the eBook. 

Take the pain out of partnership disputes
Avoid disaster when buying a business
Benefit from “restraint of trade” clauses
Negotiate leases
Use trade marks to protect your business name
Prevent the theft of your business secrets
Survive a computer contract
Mediate to settle disputes
Manage litigation - the last resort!

...and how to avoid them

AUDIO CD PLUS EBOOK

Special BESubscriber Price$19.95

To Purchase a copy of this CD plus eBook 
call Business Essentials direct on 1800 039 098

THE 10 GREATEST
LEGAL MISTAKES IN
BUSINESS

YOU WILL LEARN HOW TO: 

“fantastic value, fun, great listening”



Visit charteredaccountants.com.au/inhouse

For tailored In-House Training that providesyour 
business or practice with a competitive edge –  
turn to the experts at the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in Australia. We offer customised 
training in three main areas – technical, general 
business and people skills.

In-House Training that 
really measures up


